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* 

1 GEOLOGIC OVERVIEW 

The Superconductlng Super Collider (SSC) site is situated in a northeast-trending belt of shallowly 
southeast-dlpping, Cretaceous marine strata. The strata owe their origin, and their dip, to the 
development and filling of the Gulf coastal embayment in Cretaceous through Tertiary times. Today, the 
eroded landward ends of these strata form a series of northwest faCing bluffs or escarpments, of which 
the White Rock Escarpment, west of the site, is the best known. Dip slopes face gulfward and are 
gentle. 

The bedrock strata of concern to the SSC project are divided into three groups: 

• Taylor Marl (a calcareous shale) 

• Austin Chalk 
• Eagle Ford Shale. 

SSC excavations will occur in all three. Accordingly, 116 borings have been drilled to various depths in 
all three bedrock units to provide an overall geologic/geotechnical characterization of the site environs. 
From these borings and associated geological mapping and geophysical surveys, some insights into the 
various geologic aspects of the site, particularly as the geology relates to the SSC project, have been 
gained. These Insights are summarized below. 

Site Bedrock Stratigraphy: Strata in which site structures will be excavated include the lower 
300 feet of Taylor Marl (Ozan Fm), 400 feet of Austin Chalk, and the upper 100 feet of Eagle 
Ford Shale (South Bosque Fm)·. The Ozan Is a highly homogeneous, calcite-cemented shale. 
The AUstin Chalk is characterized as thick-bedded chalk with variable percentages of 
moderately to very argillaceous chalk (at places shaly chalk) as interbeds, with a few thin 
bentonite layers. The Eagle Ford Shale is a highly homogeneous compacted shale with a few 
thin limestone Interbeds. The site stratigraphy is discussed in more detail in Section 2. 

Tunnel Profiles: Geologic profiles, based on borings drilled to below tunnel depth, have been 
constructed along the collider tunnel alignment, and along the high-energy booster (HEB) 
alignment. The main ring tunnel will encounter 16.8 miles of Eagle Ford Shale, 29.5 miles of 
Austin Chalk, and 7.8 miles of Taylor Mart (excluding bypasses). The HEB tunnel alignment 
includes an additional 6.7 miles In Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford Shale. Tunnel profiles are 
discussed In more detaO In Section 3. 

Geology of Shafts: Ground surface at the shaft sites ranges from 90 to 240 feet above the 
center of the beamllne. Depending on location, each shaft will penetrate one or two of the 
bedrock formations. Thickness of soil and terrace deposits above bedrock may be as much as 
50 feet Weathered rock may extend up to 50 feet below ground surface. Shaft geology is 
described In Section 4. 

In addition to the three bedrock strata, there are local surface deposits of Quaternary alluvium and terrace 
materials at the site. These have not been evaluated systematically and, hence, are not Included In this 
report. Terrace deposits near Lumklns have been examined In some detail, as reported In Geotechnical 
Report GR-62. Other areas of Quaternary deposits at the site are being Investigated by SSC Lab and the 
Texas National Research Laboratory Commission, and will be reported in the future. 
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Geology of IRs: The geology of the interaction regions is known from multiple borings at each 
IR site. At IRs 1, 2, 3, and 4, the geology of the construction zone includes the lower 220 feet of 
Austin Chalk and the upper 25 feet of Eagle Ford Shale. The top of the shale ranges from 
47 feet below beam line at IR 2 to 28 feet below beam line at IR 3. At IRs 5 and 8, 137 to 
194 feet of Taylor Marl overlies the top of Austin Chalk. Chalk is 36 feet below beam line at I R 5 
and 1 foot below beam line at IR 8. GeologiC structure at the hall sites is Simple and flat lying, 
with one exception: at IR 3, there is a graben with 72 feet of downdrop. Geology of the IRs is 
covered in more detail in Section 5. 

Site Fau"ing: In addition to the overall slight (1 percent) gulfward tilt of the site strata, a 
number of faults create a locally more complicated structure. The site sits astride the likely 
northeastward continuation of the northeast-trending Balcones fault zone, a zone along which 
down-to-the-gulf flexure occurred in Tertiary time (Reaser and Collins, 1988). Elsewhere this 
hinge-zone is marked by normal faults and grabens; site faults have the same tectonic style. 
Small normal faults with a few feet of displacement are considered to be ubiquitous. Larger 
fau", and grabens thousands of feet long and with tens of feet of offset are relatively 
infrequent Only 20 are known in the county and only 14 are known in the SSC construction 
zone. The majority are known from the AUstin Chalk; characteristically, each comprises a 
normal fault with considerable offset (either down-to-the-gulf or down-to-the-craton) and an 
antithetic fault with less offset. The net result is a narrow graben tenninating downward a short 
distance below the top of the underlying Eagle Ford Shale. There is evidence from seismic 
reflection profiles that the faults do not extend downward through the base of the Eagle Ford 
Shale. All of the mappable, large-offset faults have north-northeast to east-northeast trends. 
Grabens are a few hundred feet across, and individual faults have a less than 10 foot thickness 
of broken rock. Faulting is described in more detail in Section 6. 
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* 

2 SITE STRATIGRAPHY 

GENERAL STRATIGRAPHY 

The three major bedrock lithologic units at the site are the Taylor Marl, Austin Chalk, and Eagle Ford 
Shale. The primary characteristics ci these units are summarized below. 

Taylor Marl 

• Medium-gray to bluish-black calcareous shale 
• • Soft to medium-hard 

• A few fossil fragments and thin calcite layers 

• Maximum thickness at the site is 360 feet 

• Exposed at the surface on the eastern third of the site. 

Austin Chalk (exposed at the surface on the western two-thirds of the site) 

Top 150 feet 

• Thick chalk beds, medium to moderately hard*, generally more than 1 foot thick but 
ranging from 0.1 to 8 feet 

• Moderately argillaceous to shaly chalk interbeds usually less than a foot thick but 
generally ranging from 0.1 to 5.3 feet 

• A few thin bentonitic shale interbeds. 

Middle 195 feet 

• Medium to moderately hard* chalk with more frequent interbeds of argillaceous chalk 
and shaly chalk (to calcareous shale) than in the overlying 150 feet 

• Common bentonitic layers, generally 1 to 2 inches thick 

• Common pyrite nodules, 1 to 3 inches in diameter 

• A bentonite marker bed, from 0.75 to 1.0 foot thick, widely traceable laterally, occurs at 
the base ci this section. This marker bed is nominally 70 feet above the base ci the 
Austin Chalk. 

Bottom 70 feet 

• Thick chalk beds, medium to moderately hard*, with thin interbeds of moderate to very 
argillaceous chalk and shaly chalk 

• Lithologically similar to the top 150 feet 

• Small (generally less than 0.25 inch) pyrite nodules 

• A fossiliferous argillaceous and arenaceous zone at the base known as the Fish Beds. 

Eagle Ford Shale 

• Dark, gray-black, soft to medium-hard* shale 

• Contains very thin limestone laminae, particularly In a zone 40 to 75 feet below the top 
of the formation 

Hardness deSignations per ASCE, 1972 
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• Contains calcite concretions and pyrite nodules 

• On the order of 300 feet thick at the site 

• Does not crop out in the site area. 

The top, middle, and bottom divisions described for Austin Chalk, above, do not correlate with the 
informally defined upper, middle, and lONer Austin Chalk members known in the Dallas area. It is likely 
that the top 150 feet of Austin Chalk at the SSC site is a much-thinned equivalent of the upper and 
middle Austin Chalk observed elsewhere in the region. Chalk at the site is only 400 to 415 feet thick, in 
contrast to a thickness cj more than 650 feet in the Dallas area (Foster, 1965). 

REFERENCE STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN 

A reference stratigraphic column was compiled for the SSC site based on data from a number of site 
borings. Developing this site-specific stratigraphy is preferalje to extrapolating stratigraphic data from 
elsewhere in the region to the site. For the geologist, the reference column has been a valuable baseline 
against which each new boring has been comp:lred. It is an important tool for correlations around the 
ring, because it identifies stratigraphic divisions and subdivisions that are laterally traceable throughout 
the site. For the geotechnical engineer, it Is a nominal descrilXion cj all the strata in the construction 
zone. 

The complete reference stratigraphic column (Drawing SR-1 in pocket) includes the following: 

• lithologic descriptions of recognizable subdivisions of the site rocks, including the lower 
part of the Taylor Marl, all of the Austin Chalk, and the top part of the Eagle Ford Shale 

• Nominal thicknesses of lithologic subdivisions referenced to key contacts 
• Type wirellne logs (single-point resistance and natural gamma) for use In correlations. 

WIREUNE STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 

The reference site stratigraphy has been further subdivided Into "wirellne stratigraphic units." JUst as 
stratigraphic units are based on correlative, laterally traceable lithologic groupings, "wirellne stratigraphic 
units" are based on correlative, laterally traceable signatures on wireline logs, in this case single-point 
resistance and natural gamma). A wireline stratigraphic unit Is thus a stratigraphic interval that has a 
unique geophysical Signature that can be correlated between borings. For some of the site formations, 
particularily the Austin Chalk, the wirellne stratigraphy are more distinctive and traceable than the visible 
lithology. 

Wlrellne units for the Taylor, Austin, and Eagle Ford have been given an alphabetic prefix of T, A, and E, 
respectively, followed by a numeric suffix that Increases with increasing geologic age. The depths, 
thicknesses, and position relative to reference contacts of each wlrellne unit are shown in Table 1. 
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TABLE 1. WIRELINE STRATIGRAPHY 

Wireline Thickness of Stratigraphic Distance Above/Below 
Stratigraphic Unit (feet) Reference Contact (feet) 

Unit 

T-21 116.0 109.0 - 225.0 + Above Austin Chalk 
T-22 62.0 47.0 - 109.0 Above Austin Chalk 
T-23 47.0 0.0 - 47.0 Above Austin Chalk 

A-15 76.5 0.0 - 76.5 Below Taylor Marl 
A-16 31.4 76.5 - 107.9 Below Taylor Marl 

A-17 20.9 107.9 - 128.8 Below Taylor Marl 
A-18 18.6 128.8 - 147.4 Below Taylor Marl 
A-19 14.1 147.4 - 161.5 Below Taylor Marl 

A-20 56.5 161.5 - 218.0 Below Taylor Marl 
A-21 40.0 218.0 - 258.0 Below Taylor Marl 

A-22 19.5 258.0 - 277.5 Below Taylor Marl 
A-23 15.5 277.5 - 293.0 Below Taylor Marl 
A-24 17.5 293.0 - 310.5 Below Taylor Marl 
A-25 23.9 310.5 - 334.4 Below Taylor Marl 
A-26 17.0 334.4 - 351.4 Below Taylor Marl 
A-27 51.8 351.4 - 403.2 Below Taylor Marl 

E-20 41.7 0.0 - 41.7 Below Austin Chalk 
E-21 34.2 41.7 - 75.9 Below Austin Chalk 
E-22 30.0 75.9 - 105.9 + Below Austin Chalk 

Wireline stratigraphic units are identHled on Drawing SR-1 (in pocket). 
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3 GEOLOGY OF TUNNEL ALIGNMENT 

Geologic profiles along the tunnel alignments (HEB tunnel as well as main ring tunnel) are based on 
drilling as follows: 

• Coreholes at 18 shaft sites 
• Six borings along the HEB alignment 
• Borings specifically to locate the top of the Eagle Ford Shale 

• Coreholes at the experimental hall sites 
• Angled coreholes and rotary wash borings probing ten faults 
• Several borings where the ring tunnel will cross bentonite layers and group contacts. 

Formation cOr;ltacts as well as group boundaries are easily identifiable in core; intraformational 
subdivisions afld correlations were interpreted based on wire line logs. Drilling locations are shown on 
drawing GE-5 (in map pocket). 

COLLIDER TUNNEL GEOLOGY 

The geology along the main ring alignment is illustrated on Drawing TP-18 (in map pocket). The tunnel 
will penetrate 16.8 miles of Taylor Mali in one segment, 29.5 miles of Austin Chalk in two large segments 
and possibly one small segment, and 7.8 miles of Eagle Ford Shale in one long segment and possibly 
one short segment. The character of crossings from one group to another at tunnel depth is as follows: 

Taylor Mali 
to 

Austin Chalk 

. Austin Chalk 
to 

Eagle Ford Shale 

Near IR 8, normal stratigraphic contact with 
very shallow dip, but repeated by normal fault 
for total crossing length of 0.4 mile. 

Fault contact (Italy Graben) between E8 and F8. 

Part fault contact (SE 10.9) and part normal 
stratigraphic contact between E10 and E1 for a 
total crossing length of 0.3 miles . 

Possibly two fault contacts (inferred faults) 
south of E2. 

Normal stratigraphic contact with very shallow 
dip north cj E2. The crossing is expected to be 
1.8 miles long. 

The main ring tunnel will pass through the bentonite marker bed (in the Austin Chalk; Drawing SR-1 in 
map pocket) only once; a second possible crossing (near E10) is faulted-out. 

Taken In its entirety. the tunnel will pass through the lower 160 feet of the Taylor Mali. all of the Austin 
Chalk (approximately 400 feet). and the upper 70 feet of Eagle Ford Shale. 

Mapped fautts. with tens of feet of displacement wUl be crossed by the tunnel at 16 locations as follows 
(see also Drawing TP-18; in map pocket. arid Section 6): 
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Mapped Fault TypelOffset Tunnel Station Where Crossed 
SE1* graben/90 ft. 1621 + 75 and 1622 + 50 
SF1.8 graben/24 ft. 1815 + 50 
SE3 normal/64 ft. 2144 + 00 

SE5 normal/70 ft. 2710 + 10 

SE5.2* graben/25 ft. 2722 + 90 and 2723 + 90 

SE5.8 normal/8 ft. 0+ 00 approximately 

Italy normal/10ft. 842 + 00 

SF8.3* horst/25 ft. 941 + 60 and 950 + 60 approximately 

SIR3* grabenn3 ft. 1346 + 50 and 1348 + 25 

SE10.7 normal/20 ft. 1392 + 80 

SE10.9* graben/SO ft. 1440 + 10 and 1446 + 50 

SF9 normal/55 ft. 1140 + 30 

SF9.8 normal/18 ft. 1247 + 00 
SE10 normal/54 ft. 1286 + 00 approximately 

SF10.1* graben/80 ft. 1503 + 00 and 1504 + 50 

SF10.8 normal/8 ft 1547 + 00 approximately 

* Ground conditions at these faults are described in Appendix A. 

Additionally, five suspected fault structures have been identified based on borings along the tunnel 
alignment, but have net been confirmed by geological mapping or closely spaced drilling. These are as 
follows: 

Suspected Fault Type/Offset Tunnel Station Where Crossed 
SE5.4 normal/21 ft 2763 + 00 approximately 

SE5~ normal/48 ft. 2841 + 00 approximately 

SF5.1 normal/25ft. 33 + 00 approximately 

SF5.2 normal/5 ft. 62 + 00 approximately 

SE8.3 normal/53 ft. 758 + 00 approximately 

The faults and suspected faults found to date are principally in the areas of the east and west campuses, 
which are the most Intensely expored parts a the site. Additional faults will probably be found as 
exploration continues in other areas. 

HEB TUNNEL GEOLOGY 

The geology along the HEB tunnel alignment is illustrated in drawing PI-3. The tunnel is expected to 
penetrate 5.8 miles of Austin Chalk and 0.2 miles Eagle Ford Shale; the remaining 0.7 mile of HEB 
tunnel appears to lie tangent to the contact between Eagle Ford and Austin (reference GR-50). 
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Stratigraphically, the tunnel will traverse the lower 150 feet of the Austin Chalk and the upper 10 feet of 
Eagle Ford Shale. Fifteen percent of the HEB tunnel is expected to indude the contact between the two 
lithologies. 

Mapped faults will be crossed by the HEB tunnel at four locations (see also Drawing PI-3 and Section 6) 
as follows: 

Mapped Fault Type/Offset Tunnel Station Where Crossed 

SE 10.9* graben/SO ft. 113 + 00 and 115 + 50 

SF 10.1* graben/SO ft. 145 + 00 and 148 + 00 

SF 10.8 normal/8 ft. 191 + 80 

S12* normal/SO ft. 295 + 50 and 297 + 20 

* Ground conditions at these faults are described in Apeendix A. 
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4 GEOLOGY OF SHAFT SITES 

Eighteen core holes were drilled at E- and F-shaft sites to characterize the geology of the shaft locations. 
Stratigraphy encountered by the shaft borings is shown in Figure 1. 

Predictably, eleven shaft locations on the western side of the site (E9 through F4, proceeding clockwise) 
are principally in chalk, with lesser thicknesses c:l shale at the bottoms of three shafts. East-side shafts 
(E5 through Fa) will encounter principally marl, with small amounts of chalk at the bottoms of shafts E5 
and Fa. 

The upper parts of the shaft geology (upper 4 to 53 feet) consists of soil or terrace deposits (or both) 
overlaying weathered rock. The thickest CCNer (up to 50 feet) is at shaft sites in aliuviaVterrace deposits. 
The thickness of weathered rock (up to 44 feet) tends to be more at shaft locations with marl bedrock 
(see also Appendix B). 

The shaft-site boring at E3 penetrated a normal fault with 60 feet of normal offset; the borings at E5 and 
F9 also intersected faults, with 75 feet and 37 feet of offset, respectively, but well below the present 
planned tunnel depth. The other borings encountered a few fractUred zones without noticeable fault 
offsets. Faulting is described in more detail In Section 6. 
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~ 

Wlrellne 
Unit 

T21 

A1 

E22 

Stratigraphic Position 

Shaft # E1 Fl E2 F2 E3 F3 E4 F4 E5 E6 F6 E7' F7 E8 F8 E9 F9 I E10 I 
Thickness (feet) 

SoiVTerrace Deposits 10 1 0 1 1 20 30 50 15 4 35 7 6 17 2 38 16 2 

Weathered Rock 11 15 9 8 33 2 13 3 6 12 0 31 44 14 34 4 13 2 

Fresh Marl - - - - - - - - 99 132 153 140 134 68 86 - - -
Fresh Chalk 174 127 122 156 158 85 104 91 24 - - - - - 26 64 74 91 

Fresh Shale 53 53 11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
To Tunnel Roor 248 196 142 165 192 107 147 144 144 148 188 178 184 99 148 106 103 95 

Geotechnical Rept.# GR-39 GR-46 GR-49 GR-44 GR-51 GR-47 GR-45 GR-53 GR-40 GR-48 GR-41 GR-28 GR-43 GR-30 GR-29 GR-42 GR-27 GR-31 

·Drilled 2203 feet from actual shaft site 

Figure 1 Stratigraphy at E and F Shaft Sites 
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5 GEOLOGY OF INTERACTION REGIONS 

Interaction region (IR) gedogy was investigated by three to five coreholes at each of six IR sites. The 
corehdes were located close to the corners of the panned experimental halls. One corehde at each IR 
was an angle boring oriented diagonally across the volume of the proposed hall; each site also had a 
deep boring extending considerably below planned floor grade. Gedogic mapping, trenching, and 
geophysical surveys also contributed to the geologic picture. 

IRs 1, 2, 3, and 4, on the western side of the ring have 175 to 235 feet of Austin Chalk overlying Eagle 
Ford Shale. IRs 5 and 8, on the eastern side of the ring have 140 to 190 feet of Taylor Marl overlying the 
top of Austin Chalk. The gedogic structure comprises only slightly dipping beds at alliR sites except 
IR 3. At IR 3 the flat lying beds are broken by a graben. Specific characteristics of each site are 
summarized below and Ulustrated in Drawings GS-3A through GS-BA (in map pockets). Since beds and 
contacts dip slightly, their pOSitions relative to the beamline (interaction point) vary by 2 to 7 feet across 
the general construction area of each site, as reflected below. 

Interaction Region 1 (Drawing GS-3A and reference GR-37): 

• Depth from ground surface to sound rock; 4 to 5 feet 

• Chalk In construction zone; 220 to 225 feet of units A21 through A27 

• A23b shale layer to beamline; A23b is 54 to 57 feet above beamline 

• Marker bentonite to beamline; marker is 25 to 2S feet above beamline 

• Beamline to top of EaQe Ford Shale; top of units E20 to E22 (top of shale) lies 39 to 
45 feet below baseline 

• GeologiC structure; beds of chalk have 2.0 to 3.2 percent tilt to the east; chalk/shale 
contact has 2.3 to 3.6 percent tUt to the east; no fault offsets more than 3 feet expected 

• Joints; bedding (subhorizontal), N3So to 46°E (subvertical), NOo to 200W (subvertical). 

Interaction Region 2 (Drawing GS-4A and reference GR-36): 

• Depth to sound rock; 5 to 10 feet 

• Chalk in construction zone; 230 to 235 feet of units A21 through A27 

• A23b shale layer to beamline; A23b is approximately 52 feet above beamline 

• Marker bentonite to beamllne; marker is 20 to 21 feet above beamline 

• Beamline to top of EaQe Ford Shale; top of shale units E20 through E22lies 40 to 
47 feet below beamline 

• Geologic structure; beds of chalk have 1.9 percent tilt to the east; chalk/shale contact 
has 2.9 to 3.1 percent tilt to the east; no fault offsets more than 3 feet expected 

• Joints; bedding (subhorizontal); N38° to 46°E (subvertical); N4O° to 500W (subvertical). 

Interaction Region 3 (Drawing GS-5A and reference GR-35) 

• Depth to sound rock; 13 to 14 feet 

• Chalk In construction zone; 155 to 170 feet of units A21 through A27 

• A23b shale layer to beamline; A23b is approximately 82 feet above beamline 

• Marker bentonite to beamllne; marker Is 32 to 35 feet above beamllne 

11 
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• Beamline to top of Eagle Ford Shale; top of shale units E20 through E22 lies 28 to 38 
feet below beamline 

• Geologic structure; beds of chalk have 4 percent tilt to the east; chalk/shale contact 
has 3.2 percent dip to east; graben with maximum 72 feet offset (down to the 
northwest) runs approximately along tile northwestern wall of the planned hall; smaller 
subsidiary faults are expected in the hall excavation 

• Joints; bedding (subhorizontal); N100 to 600 E (subvertlcal), N45° to 800W (subvertical). 

Interaction Region 4 (Drawing GS-6A and reference GR-34) 

• Depth to sound rock; 6 to 14 feet 

• Chalk in construction zone; 175 to 179 feet of units A21 through A27 

• A23b shale layer to beamline; A23b is 72 to 82 feet above beamline 

• Marker bentonite to beamline; 25 to 28 feet 

• Beamline to top of Eagle Ford Shale; top of units E20 through E22lies 35 to 41 feet 
below beamline 

• Geologic structure; beds of chalk have 2.8 to 3.5 percent tilt to east; chalk/shale 
contact has 2.2 to 3.0 percent tilt to the east; no fault offsets more than 6 feet expected 

• Joints; bedding (subhorizontal); N55° to 84°E (subvertical); N500 to 720W (subvertical). 

Interaction Region 5 (Drawing GS-7A and reference GR-33) 

• Depth to sound rock; 19 to 32 feet 

• Marl in construction zone; 180 to 190 feet of units T21 through T23 

• Beamline to top of Austin Chalk; top of units A15 through A21 lies 31 to 39 feet below 
beamline 

• Geologic structure; marl/chalk contact has 6.8 percent tilt to east; no fault offsets more 
than 3 feet expected 

• Joints; bedding (subhorizontal); N700W to N620E (subvertical). 

Interaction Region 8 (Drawing GS-SA and reference GR-26) 

• Depth to sound rock; 22 to 28 feet 

• Marl in construction zone; 138 to 142 feet of units T21 through T23 

• Beamllne to top of Austin Chalk; top of units A15 through A21 lies 0 to 2 feet below 
beamline 

• Geologic structure; marl/chalk contact has 2.9 percent tilt to southeast; no fault offsets 
more than 3 feet expected 

• Joints; bedding (subhorizontal); N200 to 580W (subvertlcal); N100W to N200 E 
(subvertlcal) . 

Further detaUs on the geology of the Interaction regions are given in geotechnical reports 
GR-26, GR-33, GR-34, GR-35, GR-36, and GR-37. 
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6 SITE FAULTING - OBSERVATIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

STRUCTURAL SETTING AND FAULTING 

TheSSC site lies along the eastern margin of the Texas Craton, in a thick sedimentary sequence with a 
low dip. The strata are exposed at the surface as broad northeast-trending belts that are progressively 
older to the west. Seds and group contacts have a fairly uniform strike of N12.5-13° E and dip 0.70 

(about 1 percent) to the east-southeast. A geologic map of the site (Drawing GE-1) is endosed in the 
map pocket. 

Rapid and abundant deposition of sediments In the Gulf of Mexico Sasin (in Cretaceous through 
Miocene time), and associated subsidence of the Gulf Region, resulted in several arcuate zones of faults 
subparallel to the edge of the basin along the margin of the Texas Craton. These zones of faults in the 
Cenozoic and Mesozoic strata generally comprise inactive, northeast-trending, steeply dipping, normal 
faults of moderate displacement. The dosest of these zones to the site are the Mexia-Talco fault zone 
to the east of the site and the Salcones fault system southwest of the site (Reaser and Collins, 1988). 
The majority of the mapped Balcones faults occur in a broad belt that stretches from Va/ Verde County in 
southwestern Texas to Waco in McLennan County, south of the site. However, the northeastern limit of 
this fault belt appears to extend into the site area and coincides with the local northeast-trending faults 
and associated grabens. 

Several normal faults with up to 100 feet of offset were known in the region prior to siting of the SSC 
(Reaser, 1957, 1961, 1989; Reaser and Collins, 1988). These faults generally have northeast trends 
and are up to several miles long. Additionally, small normal faults and shear zones with a few inches to 
a few feet of displacement have been observed In numerous outcrops (prinCipally chalk). These are 
sufficiently common that they are thought to be ubiquitous. 

As a result of recent geological mapping and drilling, 25 mappable faults are now known in the site 
vicinity (see Drawings GE-1 and GE-5In the map pocket). The characteristics of mappable faults in the 
vicinity of the site are summarized in Table 2. Five additional suspected faults have been interpreted 
from drill hole data along the collider ring but have not yet been mapped (see Section 3). The mapped 
faults commonly trend north-northeast to northeast (paralleling the Sa/cones trend) with steep dips and 
normal offsets. Faults are mapped based on subtle photo lineaments and the occurrence of crystalline 
calcite (from veins that were precipitated along displacements) in float Offsets on the faults (based on 
drilling or correlations of offset units at the surface) commonly range from 25 to 75 feet, and some 
appear to have offsets more than 100 feet The largest offset on a fault crossing the tunnel alignment is 
90 feet. Several of the mapped faults bound grabens, which is consistent with the tectonics of the 
Sa/cones fault system. 

The reported abundance of small-scale faults throughout the chalk, as well as the extension of the 
Sa/cones system of larger-scale faults into the site area, suggests that additional faults not recognized to 
date may be Identifled In the future. 

A final geologic feature of possible tectonic origin is an eastward-descending tranverse culmination 
(nose) on the top of the Eagle Ford Shale west of Waxahachie (see structure contours on Drawing GE-5 
in map pocket). This Is a low feature with 75 feet of relief and a wavelength of six miles. It is not 
reflected in the form of the top of Austin Chalk and it has no associated parallei faulting. A likely 
interpretation is that It represents an erosional form at the Austin Chalk/Eagle Ford Shale unconformity. 
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Fault 

Italy Graben 

SF 8.3 

SIR 3 Graben 

SE 10.7 Fault 

SE 10.9 Fault 

SF9 

SF 9.8 

SE 10 

SF10.l Graben 

SF 10.8 

SI2 Fault 

SF10.6 Fault 

SEl Graben 

SE1.5 Fault 

SF 1.8 

SE3 

SE5 

Sardis Fault 

Sterrett Fault 

Bear Creek Fault 

Rockett Graben 

TABLE 2. MAPPED FAULTS NEAR THE sse SITE* 
Page 1 of 2 

.Strike Dip 

..• N 150E~N5OW Steeply NW to SW 

N~0~~5°~ Steeply SE 

~4~~Et~i Southern fault 70-75° NW 
•• ·.N50~E······ 

Displacement 

..... 10 ft down to the west 

. ~ 25 ft down to the 
southeast·· . 

Graben; southern fault has 
73 ft down to the north; 
northern fault has 64 ft 

. down to the south 
. .. 

··20 ftdown to the west 
:" .' ..... ~.:: ... ::::.·.i::·.: .. ::~:.<:<.:.:.: .. ",,: '. ,",: 

Grabe~;aO It on southern 
fault,35 ft6nnorthernfault 

••••.• ~5~8()~n·toth~~b~~·.· ... ·•••····•·•·•·• 
:> 18ft doWn to the north .. 

54 ftdown ~""r",,,,.·,,,,,,,r .. 
"-:." . ,".", .:-................. ,"' 

Northern fault steeply SE; .. Z25i~n n . . ... . 
Southern fault steeply NW ... 60 It on southern 

Steeply N 

Steeply SE 

Steeply to the NW 

Northern fault ~ 44 SE; ...... G raben, 50ft 6n hothfalJlts 
Southern fauit steep to the 
NW 

Moderately steep SE 

N65°SW 

Steeply to E 

Steeply to S 

Steeply to the NW ..... 60° 

SteeplyNW 

North fault steeply SE, 
South fault steeply NW 

<?< 

·4..ftd6~~6th~··~~st» .•..•...•.. 
~6~~~~~§.th~:) 

• ..........••.. t~ih~easti> 
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TABLE 2. MAPPED FAULTS NEAR THE sse SITE* 
Page 2 of 2 

Fault 

SE 5.2 Fault 

SF 5.8 Fault 

Unnamed Fault 

Lake Waxahachie Graben 

.Strike< Dip 

""'55°N 
·k-w>······· 
. t~',1·· 
N15-20 E 

·>~;6o~<:< North fault dips steeply 
········.··)· .. ·L<../ .. ). ~5:7~g~~rn fault dips 

* The faults are also shown on Drawing GE-1 and GE-5In the map pocket. 

Displacement 

25 ft down to the north 

Tenuous correlation . 
suggests 8 ft down to the 
south 

down to the west 

>60ft .. 

References: Reaser and Collins, 1988; The Earth Technology Corporation GR-5, GR-7, GR-8, GR-9, GR-10, 
GR-15, GR-16, GR-22, GR-24, GR-52, GR-54, GR-55, GR-59, GR-60, GR-61. 
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BEDROCK GEOLOGY OF THE SSC SITE SEPTEMBER 1990 

STRUCTURAL STYLE 

Drilling, mapping, and reflection surveys of large-offset faults in the construction zone have revealed 
consistency in the style of deformation from fault to fault. The consistent aspects are as follows: 

• In a gross sense, each fault structure is a normal fault. The normal offset is distributed 
over two to four similarly striking faults that are 100 to 300 feet apart. Judging by 
slickensides and shear geometry, offsets are predominately dip-slip. 

• The largest (displacement) fault structures generally include a graben bounded by a 
principal fault and an antithetic fault; the two faults have the same strike. The net normal 
offset from one side of the total structure to the other is smaller than the amount by which 
the graben block is down-dropped. 

• The graben (if one occurs) or the down-dropped side of the normal fault may be rotated so 
that bedding tilts down toward the upthrown block. 

• Faults that offset the Austin Chalk/Eagle Ford Shale contact appear to terminate downward 
within the shale. Reflection surveys indicate that these faults do not offset the base of the 
Eagle Ford Shale. 

The overall style described above Is consistent with extensional faulting such as is usually observed 
along the Balcones fault zone to the southwest. Several characteristics - development of an antithetic 
graben, backtUtlng of the down-dropped block, and faults not passing through the shale - suggest that 
the chalk has been extended considerably over the more ductile shale. 

An additional important observation is that fracture zones and shear zones are relatives common In the 
upper portions of the Eagle Ford Shale, comprising 4.1 percent of the shale encountered in vertical 
borings (see Appendix B). A reasonable interpretation for this observation is that displacements that 
result in discrete offsets in the relatively brittle chalk, may be absorbed by diffuse shearing and 
fracturing (possibly parallel to bedding) In the underlying more "ductile" shale. 

FAULTS IN THE CONSTRUCTION ZONE 

Several faults In the construction zone were carefully evaluated by mapping, borings, reflection surveys, 
and VLF surveys to determine their precise locations and characteristics in the construction zone. Six 
faults were probed by angled coreholes specifically intended to penetrate the fault where it will be 
intersected by an SSC tunnel. Anged borings Induded core logging, wireline logging, sampling and 
laboratory testing of fault materials for geomechanical properties, downhole photography, and 
straddle-packertesting of fault zones. These data are avaUabie in geaechnical reports GR-10, GR-16, 
GR-22, GR-52, GR-54, GR-55, GR-59, GR-60 and GR-61. 

The tables, cross-sections and maps in Appendix A describe and ilustrate the geotechnical conditions 
that are interpreted to exist at seven fault zones that intersect the collider tunnel or the HEB tunnel. 
These examples shOUld be representative of the type of conditions that may be encountered at other, as 
yet undiscovered or unexplored site faults. The obseNatlons may be generalized as follows: 

• Stratigraphic offsets generally occur on two or three dIscrete normal faults that are 
100 to 300 feet apart. 

• The rock between the Individual fault planes is not particularly fractured, sheared, 
weathered, or otherwise altered. 

• The thickness of broken rock at a fault Is 1 to 5 or (rarely) 10 feet, and is noticeable in core 
as closely spaced (1 to·10 Inches apart) shears and fractures. Many of the shears and 
fractures are oriented parallel to the fault, but others appear to be second- or third-order 
shears or cross-Joints. 
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BEDROCK GEOLOGY OF THE SSC SITE SEPTEMBER 1990 

• Shears surfaces comprising the faults have slickensides (dip-slip) and are generally 
closed/tight, and/or mineralized with calcite. Calcite mineralization is less common in 
shale and marl than in limestone. 

• Alteration, weathering, or vugs along faults were noted in three borings where drilled at 
depths of 50 to 150 feet below ground surface. 

• Hydraulic conductivity measured by packer-testing at faults ranges from < 4 x 10-8 to 
7.8 X 10-5 cm/sec (Earth Techndogy, GR-63), with most values in the range cj 3 x 10.7 to 
4 X 10-6 crrv'sec. The median conductivity, 1.2 x 10-6 em/sec, is one order cj magnitude 
higher than the median for the rock mass in general. 

• Geomechanically, samples cj faulted material are comPirable to samples of unfaulted rock. 
For Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford Shale, (faulted Taylor Marl was not encountered in 
borings at tunnel depth) faulted and non-fault sample populations yield very similar values 
of moisture content, dry density and unconfined compressive strength (Earth Technology, 
GR~6 and GR~7). Young's Modulus (in chalk) Is quite simDar In faulted and non-fault 
samples. Uquid limit and plastidty Index in shale, 30 to 35 percent looer in fault-boring 
samples, are comparable to non-fault samples. 
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INTERPRETED CHARACTERISTICS - SIR 3 FAULT 

SIR 3 Fault crosses the main tunnel alignment 3 miles south of Farm Route 66 along the 
main tunnel between Station 1346 + 50 and 1348 + 25. 

fault having 70 to 

The north dipping main fault has an offset of 70 to 75 ft down-to-the-north. 
Offset on the antithetic faults have a maximum displacement of 50 ft 
down-to-the-north on the most northern splay. The small antithetic fault 
between SIR 3A and BIR 31 has about 10 ft of down-to-the-north offset. 
Net vertical displacement is 20 to 25 ft down-to-the-north. 

The formation at tunnel depth is Austin Chalk (Kau), medium to 
moderately hard, light gray to dark gray with interbeds of slightly 
to moderately argillaceous chalk and pyrite nodules. 

Fractures on the main fault were encountered 85 ft below tunnel depth 
and strike N20° to 75°W dipping generally 450 to 560 NW in the Eagle 
Ford. Fractures on the main antithetic fault strike N35°W to N78°E 
dipping 650 southeast in the Austin Chalk. 

The main fault Is approximately 5 ft thick in the Austin 
Chalk (BIR 31) and C.6 ft thick In the Eagle Ford Shale. The 
antithetic fault in the Austin Chalk is approximately 
1.5 ft thick. 

Fracture spacing on the main fault ranges from 0.1 to 3.3 ft apart (Eagle Ford Shale) with 
the average spacing about 1 ft. Fracture spacing on the antithetic faults are 0.2 ft to 0.4 ft 
(Au~in Chalk) and averages 0.25 ft. 

~, 

The main fault In the Austin Chalk Is calcite filled and slightly brecciated while the fractures In the Eagle 
Ford Shale are smooth, tight, slickensided and non-mineralized. The antithetic faults have fewer healed 
fractures and are generally smooth, tight and non-mineralized In the Austin Chalk. 

The hydraulic conductivity, measured b~ straddle 
packer test, at the fault zone is <4.6 x 10· cm/sec. 

Boreholes: J6-87, BIR31, BIR32, BIR33, SIR3A, 
SIR3B, Seismic Reflection Survey GSIR4 and 
Straddle Packer Test results from SIR3B. 
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INTERPRETED CHARACTERISTICS - SE10.9 FAULT 

SE10.9 Fault crosses the main tunnel 1 mile south of Farm Route 66 between 
Stations 1440 + 10 and 1446 + 50. 

A north-northeast trending, southeast dipping fault having a net 
vertical displacement of 20 to 25 ft down-to-the;.south • 

The fault trends N200 to 53°E with an average trend of N28°E and 
dips approximately 65° southeast. 

The southeast dipping main fault has a net offset of 20 to 25 ft 
down-to-the-south surmounted by a north dipping antithetic fault 
that has produced a graben with as much as 86 ft of displacement 
locally. The fault, penetrated by boring SE10.9C has approximately 
73 ft of displacement. 

The formation at tunnel depth is Austin Chalk (Kau), medium to 
moderately hard, slightly fossiliferous, with slightly to very 
argillaceous limestone and shaly limestone interbeds, light 
gray to dark gray with occasional pyrite nodules. 

Fractures comprising the southeast dipping fault (Boring SE10.9C) strike N68°W with an average dip of 
64°SE The north dipping antithetic fault has fractures ranging from N700W to N900E dipping 15° to 65° NW. 

The southeast dipping fault is approximately 11.9 ft thick in the Eagle Ford Shale 
(Boring SE10.9C) 38 ft below the tunnel centerline. The north dipping antithetic fault 
is approximately 4.5 ft thick in the Austin Chalk (Boring SE10.9D) 55 ft above the 
tunnel centerline. 

Fracture spaCing in the Austin Chalk ranges from less than 0.1 ft to 3.2 ft with an 
average of 1.2 ft. Fracture spacing In the Eagle Ford Shale range from 0.3 ft to 0.1 ft with 
an average spacing of 0.12 ft. 

Boring BE10.9 penetrated a weathered zone in the Austin Chalk 
(at 68 to 88 ft vertical depth) that contained a few thin calcite fill 

fractures. Boring SE10.9 C encountered a southeast dipping fault at an inClined depth of 285 ft (vertical 
depth 221 ft) where the Austin Chalk is faulted against the Eagle Ford Shale. The Austin Chalk is 
characterized by hairline width calCite-filled fractures. Fractures extend for several feet beyond the 
interpreted fault. Fractures in the Eagle Ford Shale are smooth to slightly rough, slickensided, and 
non-mineralized. Boring SE10.9D encountered a northWest dipping antithetic fault at a boring depth of 175 
to 182 ft (vertical depth 132 ft to 137.6 ft) in the Austin Chalk. Fractures are typically slickensided, clean, 
and closed with only occasional calcite in-filling. 

The hydraulic conductivity along the main fault (depth of 217.6 to 266.6 ft) 
where the Austin Chalk Is faulted against the Eagle Ford Shale is tested 
by straddle packer at 3.3x1()"7 cm/sec. The hydraulic conductivity along 
the antithetic fault (depth of 130.2 to 146.3 ft) is 3.1 x 1(i cm/sec. 

Boreholes: BE10.9, SE10.9, SE10.8, SE10.9C, SE10.9D 
Straddle Packer Test SE10.9C 
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DRAWING A 

Boring SE 10,9C 

']I=~~-- Benlonitic clay, very son. non-laminated, bluiSh-gray, pyriHc 

465 -
Interpreted Faull width is 
approximately 11.9 feel; this 
assumes a /autt dip 01 
approximately 650 to the 
northwest; note that !he Eagle 
FOld Shale is fractured well 

Fracture Zone: numerous dosed, incipient fractures 

"'~!~~~~~= Contactwllh Eagle Ford Shale 

460 - beyond the trace of the fault 

lIS" pyrite lens 

- 20 fractures; slickensided smooth to 
slightly rough. clean, dosed, fresh; 80% 
incipient, 50'% paraUe{ 10 bedding; others at 
various angles 

455 - -32 fractures; slickensided, smooth 10 slightly 
rough, dean, closed, fresh; 80% incipient, 50% 
parallel to bedding; olllers at various angles 

-12 fracllXes; slickensided, smooth to slightly rough, 
clean, dosed, fresh; 80";" incipent. 50% parallel to 

450 _ bedding: olhers at various angles 

-21 fractures; slickensided, smooth 10 slightly rough; dean. 
closed, fresh; 80% incipient, 50% parallel to bedding: others 
al various angles. 

-12 Fractures; slickensided, smooth to slightly rough; dean, 
445 - closed. fresh; 80% incipient. 50% parallel to bedding; others at 

v3fious angles 

-17Iractures: slickensided, smooth to slighlly rough; clean, dosed, 
fresh; 80% inCipient, 50'% parallel to bedding; olhers al various angles 

440 _ -6fr~cl~r~s; slickenskled, smooth ~o slightly rough, clean, closed, fresh; 
80% IOOplent; 50% paraJlelto bedding; olhers al various angles 

-8 fractures; sliCkensided, smooth to slighUy rough, dean, dosed, 
fresh; 80'%, incipient; 50% patallello bedding; olllers at various angles 

-10 'ractures; slickensided. smooth to slightly rough, dean, dosed, 
fresh; 800/. incipient; SOO/" patallel to bedding; olllers at various angles 

435 - -16Iractures; sHckensided, smooth 10 slightly rough, dean. dosed. fresh; 
80% incipient; 50% parallel to bedding; olhers are various angles 

-14 fractures; slickensided smooth 10 slightly rough, dean, dosed fresh, 80-90% are 
incipient, SOO/o are parallel to bedding; others are al various angles 

-22 'ractures; slickensided, smoolh 10 slightly rough, 
dean, closed, fresh; 80% incipient; 50"10 pataUel to bedding; 
other at variOUS angles 

Shale~ fresh, so" to mediUm hard, very fine grained, 
very thinly bedded, non-calcareous, dark gray 

lIS- pyrite lense 
- 6 fractures, slickensided, smooth to 
slighdy rough, dean closed, fresh; 
800/0 incipient. 50% parallel to bedding; 
other at various angles 

-16 fractures; slicl<.ensided, 
smooth to sligh ~y rough. clean. 
dosed, tresh; 80% incipient; 
50% paraUe! to bedding; 
others at various angles 

~B~ Thin arenaceous bed 

430 -
Arenaceous, slighdy calcareous bed wilh abundant pyrite 

3 fractures; smooth 10 shgMy rough, clean, dosed, fresh; 
others at various angles 

Arenaceous, slightly calcareous bed ----

50° fracture; sliCkensided. smooth, clean, closed. fresh 

SOUTH 

560 -

555 -

550 -

Limestone: 'resh, medium hard 10 moderately hard, 
slightly fossiliferous, occassional pyrite nodules 

DRAWING 8 

Boring SE 1090 

SE 10.9 FAULT 

NORTH 

Very Iossiliferous 
limestone: (coquina) Moderate{y argiOaceous limestone; medium gray --___ --:;~~~~~~::.-

Moderately argillaceous 10 very arg~laceous @@ 1 inch diameter pyrite nodule 
limeslone, medium 10 dark gray Horizontal fracture along fossil 

Umestone; fresh, mediUm hard 10 moderately hard, parting; smooCh, clean, closed 
slightly fossiUerous, occasional pyrite Umestone; fresh, medium hard to 

moderately hard, slightly fossiiferous 
TOP OF INTERPRETED FAULT ZONE: 

Slightly argillaceous limestone; medium gray 'alJt width Is approximately 4.5 feel; 
Very argillaceous limestone; soft to medium fractures are as follows: 

hard, dark gray ~==;~~~lli~~~; N40
o

E, 40· NW fracture; slickensided, sllgh~y Very argillaceouSlshaly limes lone; rough, clean, cloSed ,fresh 
soft. dark gray N35"E, 35· NW frilcMe; slickensided. slightly 
Moderately argillaceous limestone; rough. clean, cIosod, fresh 
medium gray, soft to moderately hard Horizontallracture; sUck!lnsided. slightly rough, clean, dosed; 

Shaly limestone; soIl, dark gray patallel 10 bedding 
545 - Sentonitic clay, very soIl, pyritic; Vertical;incipient fracture 

fractured N9O"E, 25"N fracture; sllckGnsided, smooth. dean, closed 

SfightIy 10 moderately 
argHlaceous limestone; 
medium gray 
Slightly atgillaceous --

540 - limestone; moderately k=""=~'=;"'''' 
hard, medium gray 

700incipienttraclUre; up 10 1/8" calcite ~lIlng 
BASE OF INTERPRETED FAULT 

\ 

Umestone, lresh, medIum hnrd to ffiOOerately hard, 
slIghtly fossiliferous occasslonat pynl9 nodules 

Umestone, fresh, medIum hard 10 nlodorotuly hard 
slightly fossilllerous, occassional pyrllo nodules 

'- ~ Umestone; fresh, medium hard 10 modortltdly hard, 
~ slightly fossiliferous, occassional pyrlto nodules 

535 -

SlighUy arg~Iaceous limestono; medium I ... lld. medium gray 

=n..E.,"'T«lIltol~f1r 
_C~rp.'.tlOIO 

SE 10.9 =.\ull 
Guolog;c P: .,Ido 

87-888-0817 
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GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION 

Medium thick, bentonitic, day, very soft, 
non-laminated, bluish grllf, pyritic bed. 

arenaceous' 
-I" diameter light brown, moderately hard, 
non-calcareous inclusions. 
Approximately 20 (ractures. slickensides, smooth 

;~es~~c~~re~~.Ul~p~~e,ci~aCtl~l~e~'aayrd%nr::e ( -80%) 
parallel to bedding planes others at various 
orientations. 
-22 fractures. Same characteristics as above. 
-1/8" thick pyrite lens. 
-32 Fractures. Same characteristic! as above. 
-12 Fractures. Same characteristics as ahove. 
-21 Fractures. Same characteristics as above. 

S V~:c1~~~~tS!~~r~~ea~~~~~ristic~ a~ above. 
Thin aren aceous bed. 

ApprOXimately 6 fractures, ~lickensides, smooth to 

!i::~~Z:'~~fh_. ~~;~~xi~~~~I/rh!~(50%) i;!O%) 
parallel to bedding planes, other-s at various 
orientations. 
-8 Fractures. Same characteristics as above. 
-10 Fractures. Same chllracteristics as above. 

-16 Fractures. Same characteristics as llbove. 

Approximately 14. frllctures, slickensides, smooth 

~80S~!~~I%r~~:~~~~i~~~I~s:d, ;~~i~a're,~t 
talf(SO%).are paralFeI to bedJing planes - others 
are at various orientations. 
M.edium thick, arenaceous, slightlY c;!.ic:l.reous bed 
With abundant pyrite. 
3 Fractures. Same characteristics as above. 

~~e~h~[hi~u::~ns~~Ce~:~~i~~i~:~~~!hbedl~an. closed, 
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GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION 

Very thin, very argillaceous, dark gray bed. 
LIMESTONE {Austin ChalkL Cre!lh, medium to 

;;-::fte:~t~ZI~:r:~dl~ge~~a~~mi!~~r~sUbed~~li~h~al 
!~:rtl:~!~u~'~~~o o~~3a:jt~~~il~k s~~~; til%t!:b:'di 0.7 
to 5.6 ft. apart. 

Thin, moderately argillaceous, medium gray bed. 

Thin, very fO!lsili(erolls bed (coquina-like) 
Medium thick, moderately to very argillaceous, 
medium to dark gray bed. 
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FIGURE Al0 
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INTERPRETED CHARACTERISTICS - SI2 FAULT 

The SI2 fault crosses the HEB -4 miles west of Waxahachie near Farm Route 
1446 between Stations 295 + 50 and 297 + 20. 

.... ..)"(}i::::· A north-northeast trending, southeast-dipping fault (probably two 
splays) with a total of 80 ft of down-to-the-southeast offset. This fault is probably an en echelon 
continuation of the SE 10.9 structure to the south near Highway 66. 

pdt!B~:illQ2i2~~21I Photo lineament trends N15° to 400E and gently bends south-southeast near 
Highway 66. Slickensided calcite trends range from N22° to 61 ° E and dips 
28° to 87° SE. 

The overall displacement is about 80 ft of down-to-the-southeast offset. 
Southern splay has 37 ft of down-to-the-south offset. 

The formation at tunnel depth (HEB tunnel) is Austin Chalk (Kau), fresh, 
moderately hard, light gray, slightly fossiliferous, with occasional pyrite 
nodules and interbeds of moderately to very argillaceous limestone. 

Fracture orientations near the fault zone range from N9°W to N35°E and dip 20° to 71° north and 82° 
southeast. These fracture orientations were measured about 50 ft below the tunnel centerline. 

Corehole SI2C shows a discrete zone of severely weathered and sheared chalk 
between 149 ft and 156 ft. The fault is approximately 8.7 ft thick. 

No Data 

.: .. ::.,:: The chalk adjacent to the fault is severely weathered at depth and 
consists of soft to medium hard limestone, yellowish-tan with oxidIzed pyrite. This zone 
contains calcite veins with crystals up to 0.1 ft in diameter and numerous voids 1/4 inch to 1/2 
inch wide. The fault itself appears to be healed with calCite mineralization. 

The hydraulic conductivity at the fault zone is 2.9 x 10.5 cm/sec 
(vertical depth of 136.1 to 152.3 ft) as tested by straddle packer. 

Coreholes: SI2A, SI2B, SI2C, BI2A, Seismic Reflection Profiles GSI 2A, 
and GSI 2B, VLF Surveys GSI 2D, GSI 2E and GSI 2C. 
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SI2 FAULT 

DRAWING A 

'-L ~ ~ Soong SI2e 

L~~~ Two, discontinuous 
hairline fractures 
(no orientation) 

Ttvee closely spaced, clased to 
very narrow (0.0-0.1 mm) hairline 

E.v!;ijjl~3i94---::i~;::~~s~~~::~:' medium gray, 
~~~~~;~!=::::::::=-===~ Moderately hard, light gray, sightly 

fossiliferous limestone 

fractures. Nl rE, 82"SE -L Very argillaceous soft, dark gray limestone 

Fracture zone consisting at 12 '- Moderately hard. light gray, slightly lossiliferous limestone 
fractures; abundant calcite filling, ---;-7f-......,TX~,=:=-I;,._ ~ Moderately to very argUlaceous, 
and day andlor altered limestone medium to daikgray, bssiliferous UmeslOne 
tilled pockets. Moderately hard, tight gray, slighUy fossiliferous limestone 
Orientation: ~:wid!h approximately 8.75 feet; 
Major N35°E, 6O"N zone consist of highly weathered, soh '0 medium hard, 
Moor N9"W, 71°E yellowish-tan altered limeslonewllh reddish-brown 

oxidized pyrite and abundant calcite; 
slickensides and minor voids are present 

1v\oderalely hard, light gray, 
J,04-,L---- slighUy fossiliferous limestone 

,L:::;.~';"===-.--?' Moderately argiffaceous 
medium gray limestone 

Moderately argillaceous, medium hard, 
medium to dark gra:t, fossilllerous limestone 
with pyrite crystals of 0.05 feet diameler 
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GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION 

Thin, moderately argillac.eous, medium gray. 
fossihfuoUB bed, 

T~~;'b~d?'w~~f~:~~:~iti~O~a~ medium hard, duk 
fracture. Smooth. closed, dean (N23E.13NW) 

Thin, moderately to very argiJlaceou., medium 
hard, dark gray. fouilifecolli bed. 

Very thin, moderately argillaceoua, medium gl"ay 
bed. 

Medium thick, moderately argillaceous, medium 
gray. fOBsiliferous bed. 

Very thin. very argillaceous, !loft, dark gray bed. 

-w;~the~~~i,
yel,lowiih-t'n:, with 

numerous calcite 
of minor voids, 

~!~~fl;~~~:~~~'~~~t~~h~!I:~ii~!~!~~r:?~~e-ra-t~IY- ,. 
occasional pyrite nodules and 0.1 to 1.7 ft. thick 
moderatelY to very al"giliaceoul interbeds Ipaced 
0.4 to 5.75 ft. apart. 

Thin, moderately argillaceous, medium hard, 
~~:~~ ~; ~:rtO~fr: Ji=~iJirerou, bed with pyrite 
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INTERPRETED CHARACTERISTICS - SF10.1 FAULT 

SF10.1 Fault is located 0.3 miles north of Farm Route 66 and crosses the main 
tunnel alignment between Stations 1503 + 00 and 1504 + 50 and across the HEB 
tunnel between Stations 145 + 00 and 148 + 10. 

A northeast trending, northwest dipping main fault with 50 to 57 ft offset surmounted by a northeast 
trending, southeast dipping antithetic fault with 25 ft displacement. 

The main fault has a trend of N46°E to East-West with a dominant strike of 
N500E and dipping 30° to 90° northwest. 

The main fault has 50 to 57 ft of down-to-the-north displacement. 
The antithetic fault has about 25 ft of down-to-the-south 
displacement. 

The fonnation at tunnel depth Is the Eagle Ford Shale (Ksb). soft 
to medium hard. moderately fractured. slightly fossiliferous. 
fissile with occasional pyrite nodules and septarian concretions. 

Fracture orientations near tunnel depth range from N100E to S700E 
with the majority of fractures dipping 30° to 90° northwest. 

The main fault is approximately 2.3 ft thick In the Eagle 
Ford Shale. The antithetic fault is between 0.3 and 1.1 ft 
thick In the Austin Chalk. 

Fracture spacing near the main fault in the Eagle Ford Shale averages about 0.6 ft 
The fractures along the antithetic fault range from 0.1 to 6.1 ft with an average spacing 
of 1.8 ft. 

The fractures at depth are generally unweathered and typically 
caleRe filled In the Austin Chalk .Along the antithetic fault the chalk consists of brecciated 
limestone with occasional clay. Fractures In the Eagle Ford Shale are typically smooth to 
slightly rough. slickensided. undulating and closed. 

~M;:~imii~:~:M Coreholes: SF10.1, SF10.1A, SF10.1B, SF10.1C, BF10.1 and B16. 
aE_E21 VLF Surveys- GSF10.1A, GSF10.1B and GSF10.1C, and 

reflection survey GSI2A and Straddle Packer Tests Results from SF1 O. C. 
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South 

600 -

595 -

Drawing A 

N60° E. 760 NW tracbJre; rough, 
parlaJly calcite· filled ( - 3mm) 

Very argillaceous Umeslone; 
soft. dark gray 

North 

8o,;ng SF 10.IC 

ModeralBiy. argillaa!ous 
limestone, soft, dark gray 

Slightly argillaceous. 
moderately hard, medium gray 

N100 W, 60" SW fracture; rough, partially 
calcite-filled« lmm) 

_
_ A~~~~~~:::::~McderateIY argillaceous, limestone, 

solt. dark gray 

INTERPRETED FAULT; width. approximate~1 1.1 
feel; consists of multiple fractures; N30° W, 740 SW 

590 - rough. calcite-filled (lmm to 5mm lI1ick) ~esh 

4s:' fracttJre. calcite-filled 

NSO'" E. 55~ NW fracture; sl ickensided, 
585 _ rough, clean, closed, fresh 

Two NSO° w, 7Z' NE fractures, 
bolh are slickensided, rough, 
clean, closed, fresh 

N90" W. Tr N fracbJfe; 
580 - slickensided, rough. 

dean, dosed, fresh 

575 -

Very argillaceous fimestone, soft, dark gray, fresh 

Umestone, moderately hard, fractured, 
fresh 

Umestone, moderately hard, slightly 
fossiliferous, fresh 

Very argillaceous limestone, soft, fresh 

Slightly argillaceous fimestone, 
moderately hard, fresh 

Umestone, moderately hard, slightly 
fossiliferous. fresh 

Very argillaceous/shaly limestone. 
soft, fresh 

SF 10.1 FAULT 

South 

Drawing B 

Boring SF IO.IC 

N8O"W, sa" NE fracture; slickensided, 
rough, clean, closed, fresh 

North 

Horizontal fracture; slickensided. 

- Snghtly to moderately argillaceous 
N85"W, 75 3 NE fracture; slickensided, 
rough, clean, closed, fresh . 

tf;;v- rough, clean. closed, fresh 

~ limestone, moderately hard, light gray 
520 _ A-,...='4..!&:~ Urneslone. medium 10 moderately hard. 

A'-:::;i::'--:5''=::::::;::<:---sJighdy fossiliferous. light gray N60oE,65° NW fracture; stickensided. 
rough, clean, closed, fresh 

Three fractures at SO" from horizontal· 
slickensided. rough, clean to calcite· ' 
filled (-3mm) 

-;i.~~~~~~-- Moderately 10 very argillaceous limesronel 
shaly fimestone; solt, dark gray 

N80'"E • 45~ NW fracture; slickensided rough, 
clean, closed, 'resh 

515 _ N9()<'E, 35'N fraCbJre; slickensided, 
rough. clean, closed, fresh 

Umeslone, medium to moderately hard, slighlly 
fossiliferous, light gray 

Transition Zone; very argillaceous 6mestoneJ 
calcareous shale~ soft to moderately hard; 
dark gray 

Numerous 3OQ-65~ fractul'es; zone of brecciated 
limestone; fractures are slickensided, rough 

Limesfcne. medium to moderately hard, sOghtly 
fossiliferous. light gray INTERPRETED FAULT ZONE; approximately 

0.3 feet thick, consists of brecciated ---__ b~::....;~ 
60 8 fracbJre; slickensided, rough, clean, fresh rtmestone 

Shale, very soft, fine -grained, fiSSile, 
noncalcareous, dark gray ---zi;~-=="j-.:: 

65" fracbJre; slickensided, rough, clean. fresh 

INTERPRETED FAULT 
ZONE; apprOXimately 2.3 
feet wide: zone consists 
of numerous fractures 

Multiple fractures; various orientations; all are slickensided, smooth to 
slighlfy rough, slightly undulating, clean, closed, fresh 

Multiple fractures, various orientations; all are 

1~~~~~;Z::-- sflCkensided, smooth to sfighlly rough, s~ghlly undulating, 
~ clean, dosed, fresh 

F-::3'i6'-- N80'"E. 750 NW fracture; slickensided,smooth to slighUy 
rough, sfightly undulating, clean, closed. fresh 

N8S;W. 7Z' NE, fracture; slickensided, smooth 10 slighUy rough, 
sligMy undulating. dean, dosed, fresh 

N90"E ,90" fracture; slickensided, smooth. to slight1y 

~
~~III~~:~; rough, slightly undulating, clean, dosed, fresh 

N90"E , 70~ north fracture; slickensided.smooth, to 
slightly rough, slighdy undulating clean, dosed, fresh 

N8O"W , 900 fracture; slickensided, smoolh 10 sllghUy 
rough, slightly undulating, clean, closed, fresh 

N80"W ,55~ NE fracture; srlCkensided, smooth 
to slightly rough, clean, closed 

N 1 0" E , 55'" NW fracture; slickensided, smooth to 
slighUy rough. clean, closed, fresh 

-510 

-505 

-500 

- 495 

N35" E , 520 NW fracture; slickensided. 
smoolh to slightly rough, clean, closed, 
fresh -490 
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GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION 

Medium thick, slightly to moderately argillaceous, 
10ft to moderately hard, medium to dark gray 
~~:7~~~16~03r gray 124.87-125.~9, 

Medium thick, moderately argillaceous, 
moderately hard, dark gray bed. 

Thick, moderately to very argillaceous, 30ft to 
moderately hard, medium to dark gray bed. (soft, 

~;~t~~~~ s~i~i;;~le~.l~~~k dean, fresh. 

{45} Fracture, calcite filled. 

Thick, slightly argillaceous to very argillaceous, 
soft to moderately hard, medium gray bed. (solt, 
135.39-135.85) 
Fractu". slickensided, rough, dean, dosed, fresh 
(N50E.55NW) 
rracture!l~21 slickenSidedj rough, clean, closed, 

¥~!~iu~~~ 111!t~~~d~~~~ugh. eiean, dosed, fresh, 

~e~~~~7:~lk. very argillaceous, shaly I soft, dark 
,ray bed. 
~HO.6·-142.1· 

VERTICAL)DEPTHS DERIVED FROM 
DEVIATION LOGS' 
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Project 10.: 

Borine No.: SFIO.IC 

Ground.EIn'.: 718.3 ft. 

North Coord.: 2C70t7.D Ct. 

East Coord.: 2173200.0 ft. 
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GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION 

Fra.c.t~res. slieken:llide, smooth to l'ough, IIlightly 
undulating, clean, closed, fresh, 

';~~~;;~!~~~~~!~d:d~!;~~-t 11 :~3~lri~tr; -;o;~~:· 
8lightly undulating, dean, closed, fresh. 
(N80E,75NW) 

Fracture. Slickemided. smooth to slightly rough, 
(~~\~r~2~E\atinll dean, closed, fresh. 

tl'acture. slidcenllided, smooth to slightly' M!!Igh, 
slightly undulating, dean, closed, (ruh (E-W, 
vertical) 
Fracture. slickensided, smooth to aliJdttly rough 
IIlightly undulating, dean,closed,fresn. (E- W,70N) 
Fracture. slickensiaed, smooth to alight1y rough, 
(~~~W,:~~rcl:l)ing.clean, closed, fresh. 

tl'ac.turl!s (numerous)-Iab samples, no 
measurements made. 

~1~~.U~i~~~Ck;::~~~:~~:rJEtlightIY rough, 
Fracture slickensides. smooth to slightly rough. 
clean, closed. freah.{N10E,55NW) 
Fracture. slickensides, smooth to slightly rough, 
clean, closed, fresh. (N3SE,S2NW) 
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S 
Lower Hemisphere 

Stereographic Pial of 
Poles to Fractures 

50 100 

E 

n =21 

Contour Interval 

II >10% (>2.1) 

[] 5 -10% (1.05-2.10) 

D 1 -5% (0.21·1.05) 

150 Feel 

EAST 

WEST 640 -

635 -

625 -

620 -

615 -

610 -

SE 1 FAULT 

SE 180ri09 . 

~ 
NoI.~ 80ring was located approximatelY 
4,000 feet northeast of the ltJnneI aJignmenr 

.- - Moderately hard, slightly tossiiferous, 
. J...,' , -L , Ugh! gray limestone (Austin Chalk) 

- - - - E-W 80'S, mediUm 
'- -L J.C -L -'- . rough, sfid<ensided 

I fracture, 
'e:::-,-"'" 1'r"===",-~ Dark gray, moderalety argmaceous 

limestone (Auslil Chalk) 

Moderaiely hard,lghlly ro.si~ferous, 
Ugh! gray IinesIDne (Austin Chalk) 

DarI< gray, moderately to ve<'{ argnlaceous limeston. 
(Auslln Chalk) 

t.4odera~ hard, slightty fossiliferous. light gray limestone 
(Austin Chalk) 

-L . J... Dark gray, shaIy limestone (Austin Chalk) 

~ '--....- ----"-- / Moderately hard, slighdy fossiliferous,lighlgray 
- - - - / IimesIDne (Austin Chalk) Dark gray, moderately b very 

argma::eous funeslOne 
(Austin Chalk) 
NE-5W, 65"5E dosed, Slightiy ____ ~~;;~~:~~ 
rough, slickensided frachJre Dark gray I moderately to very argillaceous 

limestone (Austin Chalk) 

WEST 

- 640 

- 635 

- 630 

- 625 

Moderately hard, slightly fossiliferous, 
light gray runeslon. (Austin Chalk) 
NE-SW, near vertical, medium rough, 
slickensided, partially pyrite filled fracture 

Moderately hard, slightly fossiliferous. 
light gray limestone (Austin Chalk) 

:~~~i!i~9~--"":"BluiSh gray, soft. waxy, non--Iaminated - 620 
bentonitic day layer 

NE-5W, 55'SE smoolh b 
slighdy rough, slickensided fracture 

~ Moderately hard, slightly fossDiferous, 
light gray Umestone (Austin Chalk) N64'E, 3O"SE smoolh b slighdy rough, 

s~ckenslded fracture with smaller intersecting 
hairfine fractures ~~::o:a~::::~;- Dark gray, shaly limestone 

(Austin Chalk) 
N5S~Wt 78°SW, rough, 3/4· wide, calcite filled, 
slickensided fractlJre 

INTERPRETED FAULT ZONE approximalely 1.25 feel wide. 
Fault zone is weathered, medium haTd, highly fr actured 
(10-20 fractures/foot). Fracrures are generally calcite 
filled and Slickensided with steep southerly dips. 

Mllitiple. 1116" 10 1/8" wide, calcile 
filled with trace pyrite fractures. 
Dominant orientation: NsaOW,7S"SW 
Mnor: Nzr'W, SlONE 

NZl'E.48'SE 

Moderately hard, slightly 
~ fossififerous, light gray 

- - ~ limestone (Austin Chalk) 

~----::--"",~ Dark gray, .moderately 
10 very argIllaceous 
limestone (Austin Chalk) 

_J._ -........ Moderalely hard, slightly 
-'-- ~ __ _ fossinferous, light gray 

_.J..... limestone 

Projecc No.: 

SE 1 Fault 
Geologic Profile 
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GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION 

Fracture. Medium roughIlalic.kensided (dip:80S, 
:f{~::~~id"!1. Fracture. S 1,htly rough, 

Fracture. Medium rou,h, slickensided. 
(dip,SOS •• 'rike,E-W) 

71.S-72.S Dark gray moderate - very argillaceous 
limestone. 
72.3-72.5 Dark gray shaly limestone, area of 
(l'robable eo.e lou 
Fracture. Slickensided\Vlo:lled. 

~d:~~:~:e~Sr,,~~~,N~;: h) slickensided 
(dip:6SSElatrlke:~E-S'W') 74.0-74.8 Dark gTay 
very argillaceous sone 

• VERTICAL DEPTHS DERIVED FROM 
DEVIATION LOGS' 

= The Earth Technology 
..... Corporation 

FIELD DATA LABORATORY TEST DATA 

SEI 

SE 1 FAULT 

FIGURE A23 

SE 1 Fault 
Geotechnical Log 
of Faulted Interval 



INTERPRETED CHARACTERISTICS - SEl FAULT 

SEl fault crosses the west side of the ring about 1 mile north of Farm Route 1446 
between Stations 1619 + 00 and 1623 + 00. 

A northeast trending, southeast dipping main fault with a net 
displacement of 23 ft of down-to-the-south offset. The graben appears 

to have as much as 90 ft of downdrop based on correlation of wire-line units in boring 81622. 

The SEl fault has a general trend of Nl0E dipping about 44° southeast 
on the northern fault and N32E, dipping steeply northwest on the 

The northern fault has 67 ft of down-to-the-south offset and the southern 
fault has 90 ft of down -to-the-north offset. Net displacement across the 
graben Is about 23 ft. 

The formation at tunnel depth is Austin Chalk (Kau) inside the graben, and consists 
of medium hard, moderately to very argillaceous, slightly fossiliferous, light to dark 
gray limestone. Adjacent to the fault (both north and south) is Eagle Ford Shale 
(Ksb), soft to very soft, fine-grained, fissile, noncalcareous, dark gray. 

Fractures measured In boring SEl (located about 4,000 ft northeast of 
the tunnel alignment) strike generally E-W, with very steep, near 
vertical dips to the south. 

The fault penetrated by boring SEl is -1.25 ft thick In the Austin Chalk. 

No Data 

Fractures in the Austin Chalk are generally calcite filled and 
slickensided with some pyrite inclusions. 

,IIII"':i"'1 '.: ' ',: The hydraulic at the upper portion of fracture zone taken 
~;::::,:(:).. by straddle packer test (boring SE1) at depth interval 65.25' to 86.35' i 

3.4 x 10 em/sec. The lower portion of the fracture zone has a hydraulic conductivity of 2.7 x 10-6 cm/sec 
and was measured at a h~0~f....;;8..;.7..;.;:.2:;.;;5;...' t..;.;:0;..1;...0;;.;8~.3;;.;5;..' .~ ____________________ I 

Coreholes: BEl, BElA, K2-87, SE1, B1617, 81619, 81622, and 
Packer Hydraulic Test Results from SE1. 

TA8LEA5 
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455-

450 -

445-

440 -

435-

430-

DRAWING A 

Highly wealhered. soft, very tine grained, lan, 
brown, and grato iron stained shale (Taylor Marl) 

570' W, 16"5E slighdy rough, gypsum-filled, Wide, 
iron stained, sUghlly wealhered fracture 

S70' W, 14'SE slighdy rough, gypsum-fiHed, Wide, 
iran stained. slighlly weathered traclLlre 

:;:::~,;;E,=,,-- 570' W, 14'SE slighlly rough, gypsum-llled, Wide, 
iron stained, fainlly weathered fraclUre 

N85"W, 86'SW slighlly rough, gypsU'n-liIled, wide, 
iron stained, sligh~y weathered fracbJre 

S85"W, 18"SE slightly rough. dosed, iron stained, 

~~~~I~i~;sI~i9~h~lIy~weathered fracl1Jr. 
S85"W, 72'5E slightly rough, gypsum-filled, wide, 
iron stained, slightly weathered fracbJre 

S7S'W, I1'SE slighdy rough, gypsum-filled, wide, 
iron stained, slightly weathered fracb,JJe 

S55'W, 3'SE sighlly rough, closed, 
iron stained, faintly weathered fracture Faln~y weatlered. soft. very thinly 

bedded. very fine grained. alternating 
tan and gray shale, from 0.01 to 
0.03 n. Ihlck (Taylor Marl) 

S70'W, 15'SE slighdy rough, gypsum-filled, 

~~~~~~~==Wide. iron stained, faintly weathered fracbJre 
570'W, 15'SE slightly rough, closed, 
iron stained, fain tty weathered fracture 

FAULT ZONE: approximately 3.4 feet wide and 
consists of highly fractured Taylor Malt 
Fractures are characterized by gypsum filling 
and faint weathering and are generally 
S70'-B5'W wilh Sleep (-Bl") ex relatively 
shallow (-IB') SOUIh dips 

570'W, 40'SE sfighdy rough, gypsum-filled, 

'~~~III~~Wide. iron stained, faintfy weathered frac1Ure NB5'W, BO'SW stighlly rough, gypsum-NIed, 
wide, iron stained, faintly weathered fracbJre 

S85'W, 21'SE slighlly rough, closed, 
faintly weathered fracture 

~8~§~~~ S8S'W, 2O"SE sUghtty rough, closed, 
, faintly weathered fracture 

FreSh, soft to medium hard, very thinly 
bedded, very fine grained, dark gray 
shale (Taylor Man) 

~~I'~;~;S87"W' 16'5E sighlly rough, gypsum-filled, wide, faintly weathered fracture 
S8S'W, 33'SE smoolh, dean, 
dosed, fracture 
S85OW, 83"SE smooth, dean, 
closed, faintly weathered fractUre 

S75W, 83°SE smooth, dean. 
dosed, iron stained, faintly weathered 
fracture 

335-

325 -

320 -

320 -

315 -

310-

SE 5.2 FAULT 

DRAWING B 

Ane, calcareous sandstone 

~~~~~=~~ .. ~--- Medklm" moderately hard, ightgray 
slightly bssiliferous limestone 

gray limesrone FAULT ZONE; approximately 2.4 fl wide with 
numerous calcite-tilled fractures in unaltered 

./ Austin Chalk Medium to moderately hard. 
light gray. slighlly fa;siliferoU5 
limestone 

/ ~ S7O'W, 67" NW slighlly rough, slickensided, 
calcite-filled. closed fracture 

Moderately argillaceous, medium 
hard, medium gray limestone 

Slighdy rough, srlCkensided, calcile-filled, closed 
fracture (no Ofienralion) 

Medium to moderately hard, fight 
gray, slightly fossiliferous limestone 

loII'==-'<--S7~. 6ge NW smooth, clean, dosed tradUre 

SS7'W, 34"SE sighdy rough, slickensided, 
calcite- filled, 0.01 fl thick fracture 

Moderately argiltaceous, medium 
haId, medium gray limestone ~~""1\r==r-""':--- 562' W, 58' NW slighdy rough, sUckensided, 

calcite-nlled, closed fracture Medium to moderately hard, light gray, 
slightly tossili~rous nmestone 

fv10derately argillaceous, medium hard, medium gray 
limestone with .01 to.03 fl siltstone Interbeds 

fv10derately argillaceous, medium haId, medium gray limestone 

fv10derately argOlaceous. medium hard, light gray 
slightly fossiliferous limeslone 

C=;:~~~~~~ N75~E. 56NW slightly rough. slicken-
~ sided, calcite-filled, dose fracture 

= n...£HfhTechflalagr 
..,CafJJ« ...... 

&"" 
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GEOLOGY 

LITHOLOGY 

DESCRIPTION 

LIMESTONE (Awtin Chalk). fresh, medium to 

:~~~~ ;~'. I:~rc\~~a!~i~~~ :;~Yt~~e:::." 
interbeels .paced 1.55 to 15.9 ft. apart and 
occasional calcite fiUed fractures. 
Fine, sand, caicare<lUl. 

Thin, moderately argillaceous, medium hard, 
medium pay bed. 

Medium thick, moderately argillaceous, medium 
hard, medium gray bed. 

Kii!dtrU:k.·.:li.~-:~~~10i~~6t~ItW}gh, calcite 
Fracture. Sliekensidet •• lightly rough, calcite 
filled, closed, fresh. 
Fracture. Smooth, clean, dosed, fresh, 

~S~~i!~~~lensides. slightly tou h, calcite 
filled, ~O.Ol· thi:ck, narrow, fresh (167W,34SE) 
Thick, moderately argiilaceous, medium hard, 
medium gray bed. 

~ft~~t.ucl~.~~~~1sS6;~~1~W}ugh, calcite 

Medium thi.ck, moderateiy argillaceous, medium 
?r~~'O~el~i~:o~;rt~~k~ith ailtstone interbeds 

~ii:l,U:l~~~~~~~~1~~,~~~W)gh, caicite 
. Thin, modl!rately argillacl!ous, medium hard, 

ml!dium gray bl!d. 
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INTERPRETED CHARACTERISTICS - SE5.2 FAULT 

i:LOC:AT'IOI~>1 Fault SE5.2 is located on the eastern side of the proposed tunnel alignment 
approximately 2 miles west of Palmer and crosses the main tunnel alignment between 
Stations 2722 + 90 and 2723 + 90. 

An east-west trending, north dipping main fault with 15 to 25 ft of 
displacement surmounted by a an east-west south dipping antithetic 
fault with less than 5 ft of displacement. 

The main fault strikes generally east-west (N85°W to S62°W) and dips 
56° to 69° north. The antithetic fault also strikes east-west and dips 
11 ° to 86° south. 

The main fault has 15 to 25 ft of down-to-the-north offset. The antithetic fault 
appears to have less than 5 ft of down-to-the-south offset. 

The formation at tunnel depth is uppermost Austin Chalk, medium to moderately 
hard, slightly fOSSiliferous, light gray limestone with interbeds of moderately 
argillaceous limestone. 

:)' •.... Fractures mapped in the exposed Taylor Marl have trends of N5° to 300 E 
dipping 40° to 69°SE and 40° to 500 NW. Fractures along the main fault 

in the Austin Chalk have strikes ranging from N62° to 85°W and dipping 56° to 69° north while fractures 
measured In the Taylor Marl along the antithetic fault have strikes ranging from N70° to 85°E and 
dipping 11 ° to 86° south. 

The main fault was encountered In the Austin Chalk and is approximately 2.4 
ft thick while the estimated thickness in the Taylor Marl along the antithetic 
fault is 3.2 ft. 

Fracture spacing in the Austin Chalk ranges from 0.3 to 3.25 ft with an average 
spacing of 1.7 ft. In the Taylor Marl and along the antithetic fault, fracture spacing 
ranges from 0.12 to 5.6 ft with an average spacing of 1.6 ft. 

Alteration along the main fault in the Austin Chalk consists of 
calcite mineralization along the fractures. The antlthethlc 
fault encountered in the Taylor Marl is typically gypsum filled, 
iron stained and slightly weathered. 

The hydraulic conductivity along the main fault in the Austin Chalk 
(depth of 160.3 to 178.4 ft) measured by straddle tests is 4.2x107 

em/sec. At a depth of 218.7 to 236.2 ft the hydraulic conductivity 
In the Austin Chalk Is 1.SX10" cmlsec (below the fault). 

Coreholes BES, SES.2A, B, C, 0, E, K3-87, and 
Straddle Packer Test Results for SES.2E. 

TABLE A6 
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INTERPRETED CHARACTERISTICS - SFS.3 FAULT 

SF S.3 fault crosses the main tunnel 2.7 miles east-of 1-35E between Stations 941 + 60 
~~,",--'-"".;..,I and 950 + 60. 

A northeast trending main fault with as much as 25 ft. of 
down-to-the-east offset and a minor faub with 10 ft. down-to-the -west 
offset. 

Two 6000 ft. long, parallel trending lineaments can be identified from aerial photos 
having an overall trend due North to N 50 E .• 

The main fault has an overall offset of 25-30 ft. down-to-the-east. 
Displacement along the minor fault is 10 ft. down-to-the-west. 

The formation at tunnel depth is Austin Chalk(Kau), medium, fresh, sound, light gray. 

None of the borings in the structure study area penetrated the faults in 
question and therefore no fracture orientations were measured. 

No Data 

No Data 

calcite float and dense concentrations of crystalline and 
slickensided calcite were found along the lineament by 
surface geologic mapping. No borings penetrated faubs, 
therefore descriptions of the bedrock along the 
suspected faub zone were not recorded. 

No Data 

Coreholes: SFS.3A, SFS.3B, SFS.3C, SFS.3E, and SFS.3F,SFS.6 

TABLE A7 
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APPENDIX B 

FRACTURE ZONES, WEATHERING AND CORE-DISKING IN CORED BORINGS 

INTRODUCTION 

Boring logs and core photographs from SSC site borings were examined to identify rock properties that 
could affect construction of the facility. Data on 172 fracture zones were compUed from 78 vertical borings 
and 71 from 13 angle borings that penetrated faults. In addition. data on 71 zones of core-dlsking were 
compAed from 33 borings for which there were photographs of the cores. Weathering depths were 
compAed from 78 borings. 

A fracture zone was defined as a depth range containing two or more fractures per foot of borehole. The 
distribution of fracture zones was examined to determine; (1) relation to strata. (2) zone widths. 
(3) thickness of overburden. and (4) location around the ring. The effect of faults upon the numbers of 
fracture zones was examined In the angled borings. 

A disklng zone was defined as a depth range where core has fragmented Into short cylinders with length 
equal to or less than diameter. 

METHODOLOGY 

The source of fracture data and weathering data was the stratum description column of the boring logs. 
Fractures were described by their depth. rock type. angle of break (dip angle; the strike direction is 
unknown except In angled borings). and texture of the break surface (i.e .• smooth. rough. sliCkensided). 
True-depth data for the angled borings were obtained from deviation-survey results. Weathering was 
described as slight. moderate. or severe; color. hardness. and fragmentation were noted. The source of 
core-disking data was color photographs of the cores. 

The set of borings used includes bOrings for the Texas proposal and those drilled for start-up Geotechnical 
Characterization. The following information was collected from each core boring: 

• Boring identification 

• Coordinates north and east (feet) 

• Ground elevation (feet) 

• Formation-top depths (feet) 

• Total depth of boring (feet) 

• Fracture-zone depth ranges (feet) 

• Dlsking-zone depth ranges (feet) 

• Weathering depths (feet). 

Fractured zones were identified as Intervals In which fractures tended to be less than 12 Inches apart; this is 
comparable to what geologists would consider a fractured zone In an outcrop. 
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Fracture Distribution by Rock Type - Figure 8-1 shows the percent of borehole length that is fractured in 
each rock type. Fracturing is seen to be more common in the top 150 feet of the Austin Chalk (given as 
one of three divisions of the Austin Chalk in the Site Reference Stratigraphic Column [1989]) than 
elsewhere in the chalk, or in the overlying Taylor Mart. The greatest fracturing, however, is in the undertying 
Eagle Ford Shale. Over 4 percent of the Eagle Ford Shale encountered in vertical boreholes is fracture 
zones. 
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Figure 8-1. Percent Fractured by Rock Type 

Fracture Distribution by Depth - Figure 8-2 shows the distribution of fracture zones with depth, in 50-foot 
intervals. Fracturing is seen to be most common between 200 and 300 feet. However, this distribution is 
the result of uneven sampling; there was more drilling on the western side of the site, for example, where 
the Eagle Ford Shale is about 200 feet deep. Also, because of the strata dip, the 200- to 3OO-foot depth 
range contains all rock types. Therefore, conclusions should be conservative; such as, the number of 
fracture zones in a 50-foot interval of the average borehole Is between zero and one. Overburden thickness 
does not seem to be a dominant variable. 
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Figure 8-2. Occurrence of Fracture Zones Versus 
Thickness of Overburden (Depth) 
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Fracture Distribution by Tunnel Section - Figure B-3 shows the distribution of fracture zones by tunnel 
section (in eighths) clockwise from the east minor axis of the tunnel ring. The distribution shows most 
fracturing in the SW, W, and NW sections and least fracturing in the E section. The most fracturing appears 
where the Eagle Ford Shale is sampled most. The least fracturing appears where the Taylor Marl is 
sampled most. The effect of strata dip and rock type appear to shape the distribution. 
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Figure 8-3. Distribution of Fracturing by Tunnel Section 

Fracture Distribution by Stratum - Figure 8-4 shows the number of fracture zones in each 50-foot interval 
measured relative to the top of the Austin Chalk Fracturing appears throughout each stratum, and more 
near contacts -- much more near the Austin Chalk/Eagle Ford Shale contact. Fracture zones in the shale 
are three times more numerous than those in the immediate overlying chalk. 
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Figure 8-4. Number of Fracture Zones Versus Their Depth 
(relative to top of Austin Chalk), the Formations in Which They Occur, 
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Fracture Distribution by Zone Width - Figure 8-5 shows the number of fracture zones versus width of the 
zone. The narrowest zones are the most numerous; over half are ~ess than 1 foot wide and 84 percent are 
less than 2 feet wide. Only one observed zone exceeds 10 feet in width. The few wider zones are in the 
Austin Chalk. These statistics are summarized in Table B-1. 

Figure 8-5. Number of Fracture Zones Versus their Width 
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TABLE B-1. STATISTICS OF FRACTURE ZONE WIDTH 

Formation Width of Fracture Zones (tt) Percent Number of 
Mean Std. Dev Max. Fractured Samples 

Taylor Mart 1.8 1.7 5.6 0.7 17 
Austin Chalk 

- Top 1.9 3.1 14.6 1.9 20 
- Middle 2.5 3.1 9.8 0.8 20 
- Bottom 1.1 1.5 7.0 0.6 .20 

Eagle Ford Shale 1.1 1.1 5.9 4.3 73 
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Fracture Zones in Angled Boreholes that Penetrated Faults 

Percent Fractured by Rock Type. The widths of the fracture zones in the Taylor Marl. the Austin 
Chalk. and the Eagle Ford Shale in the 13 angled borings were compiled. summed. and divided by 
the length (in feet) drilled in each formation. Figure B~ shows the result (two anomalously wide 
zones associated with a fault in Boring SE10.9C have been omitted). Fracture zone widths may be 
narrower than a fault width because data from core samples containing less than two fractures per 
foot were not compiled as fracture zones (by definition). Additional statistics are shown in 
Table B-2. 
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Figure B-6. Percent Fractured by Rock Type in 
13 Angle-Borings that Penetrated Fault Zones 

Taylor Marl Austin Chalk Eagle Ford Shale 

TABLE B-2. STATISTICS OF FRACTURE ZONE WIDTH 
IN 13 ANGLE-BORINGS THAT PENETRATED FAULT ZONES 

Width of Fracture Zones (ft) Percent 
Mean Std.Dev Max. Fractured 

1.0 0.3 1.4 1.0 
1.0 0.9 3.4 1.7 
2.0 2.1 7.2 4.8 

Number of 
Samples 

6 
47 
16 

Thus. in the 13 holes that penetrated faults. the percent fractured is of the same order of magnitude 
as those for the other holes. In fact, the Austin Chalk is less fractured for this data set. The mean 
width and the standard deviation of widths is also of the same magnitude as for the other holes. 
being actually smaller for the Taylor Marl and Austin Chalk and less than a factor of 2 larger for the 
Eagle Ford Shale. 
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Number of Fracture Zones Versus Width in 13 Angh~-Borings that Penetrated Fault Zones. 
Figure B-7 shows a fracture-zone width distribution simUar to that for the holes that did not 
penetrate a fault (Figure B-5). Thus, there appears to be no reason to expect a greater volume of 
fracturing in the neighborhood of a fault. 

Figure B-7. Number of Fracture Zones Versus Their Width 
in 13 Angle Borings that Penetrated Fault Zones 
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Core Disking Distribution by Stratum - The phenomenon of u core dlsking", in which rock cores break into 
a set of hockey-puck-like fragments, has been observed in cores from the SSC site. Core photographs 
from 33 borings were examined to compile statistics of disklng-zone widths and percent of core disked, as 
shown in Table B-3. 

TABLE B-3. STATISTICS OF DIS KING ZONE WIDTH 

Formation Width of Dlsked Zones (ft) Percent Number of 

Mean Std.Dev Max. Dlsked* Zones 
Observed 

Taylor Marl 6.2 6.6 25.0 4.9 15 
Austin Chalk 2.9 3.2 14.0 2.6 48 

Eagle Ford Shale 2.6 2.2 6.0 1.8 8 

*As observed In vertical coreholes. 
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Disking observed in the SSC cores was evident when the core was first removed from the core barrel. The 
disk breaks are parallel to bedding. and were not noted to be slickensided or mineralized. The disking may 
be a result of stress-relief upon being cored. A comparison of Table 6-3 data with the data for fracture 
zones (Tables 6-1 and 6-2) shows that the width of disked zones (and their variability) averages two or 
three times greater than that for fracture zones. The percent of disked core is less than the percent of 
fracture-zone core in Austin Chalk. The ratios for Taylor Marl and Eagle Ford Shale are of doubtful value 
because disking for these formations was observed in only three or four borings. 

Figure 6-8 shows the distribution of disking with depth. where depth is measured relative to the top of the 
Austin Chalk. Comparison of Figure 6-8 (disking distribution) with Figure 6-4 (fracture distribution) shows 
that disking is more prevalent nearer the top and especially nearer the bottom of the Austin Chalk. while 
fracturing is greatest near the top of the underlying Eagle Ford Shale. A hypothetical explanation for this 
relationship may be that stresses were concentrated near the Austin Chalk/Eagle Ford Shale contact during 
some prior tectonic episode; the shales' long-term response to the stresses was to form zones of 
fractUring, whereas the chalk retained the residual stress and did not fracture. The observations of core 
disking and fractured zones near the Austin Chalk/Eagle Ford Shale contact should be confirmed during 
future drilling. 

Figure B-8. Number of Core-Dis king Zones Versus Their Depth (relative to 
top of Austin Chalk) and the Formations in Which They Occur 
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Depth of Weathering - The bedrock on site is usually covered by a layer of soil and day, and its top is 
weathered to varying depths. 6ecause weathered rock has very different physical properties than 
unweathered rock, we examined the weathered layer thickness and its relation to elevation and drainage for 
Taylor Marl and Austin Chalk. The statistics are shown in Table 6-4. 
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TABLE B-4. STATISTICS OF WEATHERING THICKNESS 

Formation Thickness of Weathering (ft) Number of 
Mean Std.Dev Max. Min. Samples 

Taylor Marl 13.1 12.6 44.0 0.0 25 

Austin Chalk 8.9 6.5 32.5 0.0 53 

The table shows that the thickness of the weathered layer averages about 10 feet. although in places it 
does attain 40 feet. The average thickness of weathering for Taylor Martis about 50 percent greater than 
that for Austin Chalk and its variability is about twice as great. 

The boring locations on the topographic map were examined to determine the relation of elevation and 
drainage to thickness of the weathered layer. No simple relation was apparent. The thickness seems to be 
a very local response to weathering processes acting on specific lithology. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The distribution of fracture zones is primarUy a function of formation and proximity to a formation contact. 
The Eagle Ford Shale has the most fracture zones and the Top Austin Chalk has the second most zones. 
The contact between Austin Chalk and Eagle Ford Shale is the stratigraphic location of the greatest 
concentration of fracture zones. with most In the shale. The number of fracture zones in a 50-foot Interval 
of an average borehole is between zero and one. The width of the fracture zones is likely to be less than 
1 foot (58 percent) or 2 feet (84 percent). with the wider zones in the Austin Chalk. The number and width 
of fracture zones in boreholes that penetrated faults Is about the same as observed in boreholes elsewhere. 

Core-dlsking Is most prevalent near the bottom of the Austin Chalk whereas fracture zones are most 
prevalent near the top of the underlying Eagle Ford Shale. This relationship may have Implications for 
rock-performance characteristics. 

Weathering depth in the bedrock averages about 10 feet. although in piaces it Is as great as 40 feet. No 
simple relation to elevation and drainage is apparent. 
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